K1000 - 1000W sound system

- 1 x KS15A subwoofer with 600W to sub, 2x200W.
- 2 x K10 passive fullrange speakers, powered by KS15A.
- Total of 1000W amplifier. (600W+200W+200W)
- 2 x 10 m. speaker cables included.
- Castor-plate, gig-bags and stands available as options.
- Adjustable crossover frequencies.
- Separate volume controls for perfect system balance.
- 2 x XLR input for balanced stereo sound.
- 2 x RCA input for unbalanced stereo sound (Ipad, MP3)
- 2 x mic in, with separate volume controls
- Limiter, on/off
- Phase reverted subwoofer on/off
- Balance, bass, treble controls for top speakers out.

Designed for smaller bands, DJ’s, events, live stages, and the rental industry, the K1000 system houses all electronics, amplifiers and processing in the back of the subwoofer, also supplying the two passive K10 fullrange speakers.

K1000 are packed with features such as adjustable crossover frequencies, 2 x mic in with separate volume controls, balanced (XLR) and unbalanced (RCA) input for both professional use and for plugging in an Ipod, Iphone, MP3-player etc. separate volume controls for subwoofer and master, bass and treble controls for adjusting the sound in the top speakers, The subwoofer has a very high sensitivity, with great punch and astounding deep base. 600W amplifier to the sub, 200+200 amplifier for satellites.

A2 - 4200W sound system

- 2 x B1HPA, 15” high power active subwoofers
- 2 x MF10, Passive 10”/1” multi purpose speaker
- Transportation case for the two MF10
- 2 x combination cable signal/power with powercon/XLR
- 2 x Speaker cable with Neutrik speakon, 3m.
- Castors on the B1HPA subwoofers
- 2 x adjustable speaker stand poles
- Total of 4200W Class-D amplifiers with PFC
- On-board high resolution DSP’s
- 4 presets for a variety of setups
- 4 x 1050W / 8 ohm amplifiers

Powerful compact active sound system for bands, DJ’s, rental companies live stages, installations and the event industry

Fitted with a total of 4200W amplifiers run into 8 ohms with PFC (Power factor correction) for universal power supply, a superb headroom with very low distortion levels are achieved. The A2 is capable of reproducing astounding SPL for its compact size, easily outplaying larger systems.
A3 - 4400W sound system
- 2 x B1HPA, 15" high power active subwoofers
- 2 x MF10A, active 10'/1" multi purpose speaker
- Transportation case for the two MF10A
- 2 x combination cable signal/power, powercon/XLR
- Castors on the B1HPA subwoofers
- 2 x adjustable speaker stand poles
- Total of 4400W Class-D amplifiers.
- On-board high resolution DSP’s
- 4 presets on each speaker for a variety of setups
- 1500W / 8 ohm class-D amplifiers in the B1HPA
- 700W / 8 ohm class-D amplifiers in the MF10A

Powerful award winning active sound system for bands, DJ’s, rental companies live stages, installations and the event industry, where the multipurpose speakers also are active with 700W class-D amplifiers and 4 presets for different usage: Fullrange, extended fullrange, monitor, top.
The system is fitted with a total of 4400W class-D amplifiers run into 8 ohms, achieving a superb headroom with very low distortion levels.
The A3 is capable of reproducing astounding SPL for Its compact size, easily outplaying larger systems.
The small MF10 A can be used for stand alone acoustical and vocal gigs, without the subwoofers.

A4 - 5600W sound system
- 2 x B1HPA, 15" high power active subwoofers
- 2 x B1HP, 15" high power passive subwoofers
- 2 x MF10A, active 10'/1" multi purpose speaker
- Transportation case for the two MF10A
- 2 x combination cable signal/power, powercon/XLR
- 2 x combination cable signal/power, powercon/XLR
- 2 x speaker cable with neutrik speakon
- Castors on the subwoofers
- 2 x adjustable speaker stand poles
- Total of 5600W Class-D amplifiers.
- On-board high resolution DSP’s
- 4 presets on each speaker for a variety of setups
- 2 x 1050W / 8 ohm class-D amplifiers in the B1HPA
- 700W / 8 ohm class-D amplifiers in the MF10A

Powerful compact active sound system for bands, DJ’s, rental companies live stages, installations and the event industry, The active B1HPA also drives the passive B1HP, supplying them each with 1050W into 8 ohm. Fitted with a total of 5600W amplifiers run into 8 ohms a superb headroom with very low distortion levels are achieved. The A3 have more subwoofer power than the A2, for larger performances where massive low-frequency reproduction are essential.
The small MF10 A can be used for stand alone on acoustical and vocal gigs, without the subwoofers, or as stage monitors.
A5 - 4200W sound system

- 2 x B18HPA, 18” high power active subwoofers
- 2 x CXL122MP, passive 12”/2” multi purpose speaker
- Transportation case for the two CXL122MP
- 2 x combination cable signal/power, powercon/XLR
- 2 x speaker cable with neutrik speakon 3m.
- Castors on the subwoofers
- 2 x adjustable speaker stand poles
- Total of 4200W Class-D amplifiers. (4x1050W/8ohm)
- On-board high resolution DSP’s
- 4 presets on each subwoofer for a variety of setups
- All amplifiers and DSP’s in the B18HPA subwoofers

Powerful active sound system for bands, DJ’s, rental companies live stages, installations and the event industry. With the powerful 1200W RMS, 18” woofers and 12”/2” high power top speakers, the A5 system delivers high SPL with low distortion levels.

4 different presets can be selected for different applications and setups.

A6 - 5600W sound system

- 2 x B1HPA, 15” high power active subwoofers
- 2 x B1HP, 15” high power passive subwoofer
- 2 x CXL122MPA, active 12”/2” multi purpose speaker
- Transportation case for the two CXL122MPA
- 2 x combination cable signal/power, powercon/XLR
- 2 x combination cable signal/power, powercon/XLR
- 2 x speaker cable with neutrik speakon 3m.
- Castors on the subwoofers
- 2 x adjustable speaker stand poles
- Total of 5600W Class-D amplifiers.
- On-board high resolution DSP’s
- 4 presets on each active speaker for different setups

Powerful active sound system for bands, DJ’s, rental companies live stages, installations and the event industry. With the powerful 1000W RMS, 15” woofers and 12”/2” high power top speakers, the A6 system delivers high SPL with low distortion levels.

The active subwoofers, B1HPA, also supplies the passive subwoofers, B1HP, with 1050W in 8 ohms, either to be used stacked (as in picture) or in cardioid mode placed front / back

4 different presets can be selected for different applications and setups, including cardioid mode.

The CXL122MPA, 12”/2” fullrange speakers houses a 700W class-D amplifier and on-board DSP processing with 4 presets for different setups and applications.
SELF-POWERED PORTABLE SOUND SYSTEMS

A7 - 5600W sound system
- 2 x B18HPA, 18” high power active subwoofers
- 2 x B18HP, 18” high power passive subwoofer
- 2 x CXL125MPA, active 15”/2” multi purpose speaker
- Transportation case for the two CXL152MPA
- 2 x combination cable signal/power, powercon/XLR
- 2 x combination cable signal/power, powercon/XLR
- 2 x speaker cable with neutrik speakon 3m.
- Castors on the subwoofers
- 2 x adjustable speaker stand poles
- Total of 5600W Class-D amplifiers. (PFC in the subs)
- 4 presets on each active speaker for different setups

Extremely powerful active sound system for bands, DJ’s, rental companies, live stages, installations and the event industry. With the powerful 1200W RMS, 18” woofers and 15”/2” high power top speakers, the A7 system delivers high SPL with low distortion levels. The active subwoofers, B18HPA, also supplies the passive subwoofers, B18HP, with 1050W in 8 ohms, either to be used stacked (as in picture) or in cardioid mode placed front / back
4 different presets can be selected for different applications and setups, including cardioid mode. The CXL152MPA, 15”/2” fullrange speakers houses a 700W class-D amplifier and on-board DSP processing with 4 presets for different setups and applications.

A8 - 7200W sound system
- 2 x B6HPA, 2x18” high power active subwoofers
- 4800W cont.. power handling in each subwoofer
- 2x1050W / 8 ohm, class-D amplifiers in each sub
- 2 x 222A, active 2x12”/2” fullrange speaker
- 750W (2x12”) + 375W (driver) power in each 222A
- Transportation trolleys for the two 222A
- 2 x combination cable signal/power, powercon/XLR
- 2 x combination cable signal/power, powercon/XLR
- Castors on the subwoofers
- Total of 7200W Class-D amplifiers with PFC
- On-board high resolution DSP’s
- 4 presets on each active speaker for different setups

Extremely powerful active club-rigg for large bands, DJ-performances, events, clubs, live stages, rental companies and the event industry. The B6HPA subwoofer houses two extremely powerful 18” woofers with 1200W RMS each, powered by 2100W class-D amplifiers, with separate 1050W/8ohm amplifiers to each woofer.
The 222A active fullrange speaker houses two high-power neodymium 12” woofers and a 2”- driver mounted on a 120x60 horn, the two class-D amplifiers gives a total of 1125W power to each 222A.
All amplifiers have PFC (Power Factor Correction)